
Abstract
COLOR DISPLACEMENT is a workshop with 
use of discarded paper conducted by the 
author with children and adults. The 
process requires the reutilization of 
graphic ink of old magazines to 
transform white paper into colored 
surfaces by the technique of positive/
negative. This technique is very 
appropriate to use with children to 
encourage them to be inventive and 
make a lot of figures through many 
creative compositions. Students 
work with them by using 
alternating or repetitive 
combinations. To accomplish this 
work, we mention the artwork of 
Vik Muniz who also serves 
himself and society by 
transforming discarded 
material  into art. 
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It started with someone showing another person and then another and so 
many people here in town came to know the famous "Technique of Bom-
bril" (BOMBRIL is the name of a steel wool mark). Time passed, and vir-
tually all schools in the city, learned and expanded upon the technique. I 
mainly work in a school of Primary Education Teacher Training (EF) where 
we practice this "technique" at the end of every year, as we prepare Christ-
mas cards. In 2010, I presented the  "technique" in Budapest, at the   In-
SEA Congress. In order to present the "Technique of Bombril" a theoreti-
cal foundation was needed to endorse and confer a more academic air to 
the proposed work. First the dealer's name would have to be an attractive 
name to call attention; I called it "Color Displacement". That is what we 
did in fact: reuse the graphic ink magazines to blank paper, transferring 
color by scraping the revised sheet with steel wool to blank paper. I star-
ted searching in books and looking for some examples of the use of mate-
rials that usually would go to waste, such as old magazines (chosen  mate-
rial for the technique). For this work, we can mention the artwork of artist 
Vik Muniz as a starting point, the artist  also uses the material discarded 
by society, transforming them into art. Through the experience we  enhan-
ce creative expression, such as how to work with positive / negative. The 
process is very much related with  Ernst Fischer idea of the movement 
and transformation. (Fischer, 1971).  This movement and transformation 
can be obtained through this composition technique with alternating or 
repeated forms. The following photographs illustrate the lessons with chil-
dren in  Primary Education and High School, as well as   the workshop 
held in Budapest with teachers, local university students, InSEA partici-
pants and finally in a  workshop held in an art education congress in Bra-
sil (CONFAEB). 
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